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. NOT I Fie A T ION ~ I Dated ..?~!.r:..~/..:J:.9!"~ .
r~o I No. In continuation of this office notification dated 22/4/20 and in view of the Order

passed by Hon'ble Patna High Court on 30/4/20 in Civil Writ Case no- 5633/2020 and also
direction given by CAT, PB, New Delhi in notification PB/08/02/2014 JA dated 2/5/2020 in
consonance with MHA issued Order dt. 1/5/2020 providing guidelines for the Benches
located in Red, Green and Orange zones, depending on the severity of Covid-19 cases, the
normal functioning of CAT, Patna Bench (as it is located in Red zone) shall remain suspended
till 17/5/20 or until further orders.
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Patna Bench, Patna

In regard to dealing of cases of urgent nature, the CAT, PB, Delhi has given specific
direction in its notification dated 2/5/20 which all the Benches has to follow and adhere.

As Patna Bench comes under the Red zone area, it is essential to refer the
Paragraph 'B' of notification of CAT, PB, Delhi for adopting specific modus operandi through
E-mail (which is going to procure from NIC very soon) for hearing of cases of urgent nature,
which are as follows:-

"As regards the Benches that are in RED (Lockdown areas) and ORANGE Zones, the
cases or urgent nature can be filed through electronic mail service {e-mail} by
contacting the Registrar of the concerned Bench, who in turn shall furnish the e-mail
id to the intending Advocate or party. If the Registry is satisfied that the OA is
otherwise in order and needs to be dealt with urgently, the HoD of the Bench shall be
informed of the same. The HoD in turn shall decide whether or not to take up the
case. If it is proposed to hear the cose, it shall be done through ClSCOWEBEXonline
Video Conference Facility. The details thereof shall be worked out by the HoD of the
Benches in consultation with the Registry of the Principal Bench. It shall be ensured
that the participants in the Video Conference put on the apparel or at least, are
properly dressed.

Further, some of the staffs and officers may be called in office for carrying out the
urgent administrative work as per previous roster duty chart.

This issues with the approval of hon'ble HOD, Patna Bench, Patna.
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2. PSto Hon'ble HoD/Member (A), CATPatna Bench.
3. Dy. Registrar/SOs/PSs/ AO, CAT, Patna Bench.
4. Secretary General, CAT Bar Association, Patna Bench.
5. Sr.Standing Counsels/Standing Counsels, all Govt. Departments.
6. Notice Board/Official Website.


